
Datex brings decades of expertise
under your roof and pairs it with
new, innovative technology to
propel your business forward. Datex
Footprint WMS is a SaaS warehouse
management system designed for
visionary companies with complex
requirements and ambitious growth
plans, who see technology as a
strategic differentiator to achieving
exponential revenue growth and
unparalleled efficiency. 

Datex Footprint WMS was
developed on our proprietary
Wavelength platform – where
we’ve encoded decades of
expertise, collaborating with
operations, executive leaders,
technology teams, and frontlines
employees across multiple markets
and customers. The combined
result is an unparalleled set of core
WMS features, along with a native
integration to critical business and
supply chain solutions. For those
who want to significantly tailor our
WMS in-house and develop their
own WMS and logistics capabilities,
Wavelength gives you the low code
building blocks to chart your own
course. 
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Datex Footprint® WMS, a Warehouse Management
System for Market Visionaries 

Datex Footprint® WMS:

Our platform brings critical real-time information
front and center and leverages predictive
analytics, so you gain the power to preemptively
solve problems and deliver topnotch
customer service.

Provides total visibility and proactively
solve problems:

Leverage low code options for custom
integrations and access our extensive library of
pre-built and native integrations. 

Seamlessly integrates with 3rd-party
solutions:

Experience a role-driven user interface that is
perfectly tailored to every customer
requirement, and easily updated every time a
requirement changes. You can boost
productivity and throughput at every step, while
minimizing errors and wasted time.

Transforms the user experience: 

Provides powerful WMS functionality
that can be tailored to your needs with
ease and speed.

Powers up efficiency and decision
making with built-in workflow
capabilities, reporting and dashboards.



Inventory Management:

Track and trace by Lot, SKU, UPC, Vat Code or
ingredient
Serialization/serial number control
Apparel matrix 
Automatic replenishment

Variety of picking strategies: single, cluster, bulk
or wave 
FIFO, FEFO, FMFO, LIFO and more
Wave building & management 
Pick and pack processing 
RF pick 
Load building

Real Time Outbound Processing:

Quality Control / Quality Assurance:

Ability to handle multiple simultaneous holds
Inspections, quarantines, taste testing

Blind and bulk receiving 
ASN receiving 
Regular, partial blind receipt 
Catch/variable weight 
Automated scale tickets

Real Time Inbound Processing: 

Order consolidation 
Backorder processing 

Order Management and Fulfillment:

Barcode parsing 
Temperature capture 
Pallet tracking 
Physical / Cycle Counting 
Cloaked owner transfer 
Owner transfer 
Warehouse transfer 
Ability to restrict inventory locations 
HAZMAT reporting configured with tags and SSRS 
Ability to create customer specific labels and Bill of
Lading
Simultaneous allocation across multiple warehouses

General Warehouse Operations:

Security Features:

Rules based security permissions 
Signature capture 
Audit trail 
Ability to restrict employees by department or zone

EDI / System Integration:

EDI Enabled / UCC128 / MH10 
Integration capability with most ERP, MRP,
shipping and material handling systems

Yard Management: 

Cross docking and trans loading 
Dock door appointment scheduling 

Robust Functionality 

Familiar user interface 
Alerts and notifications 
Ability to configure views 
Ability to create User Defined Fields (UDFs) 
Multi-lingual 
Multi-currency 

User Friendly System Features:
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Datex, a supply chain technology firm with 45 years
of expertise in delivering software solutions, serves
third-party logistics providers, pharmaceutical, food
and beverage, regulated goods, precious metals,
consumer goods, cold storage, and temperature-
controlled commodities. 

Recent innovations include a unified SaaS platform
tailored for logistics providers known as Wavelength
and a new generation of Datex Footprint WMS, a
premier SaaS application hosted on Microsoft Azure,
fully integrated, composed, published, and managed
within our Wavelength platform.  

Datex serves over 200 global clients through a team
of over 140 resources spanning North America,
Spain, Chile, India, Bulgaria, Egypt, and the
Philippines. 
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